Project requires federal permit or license and may result in water pollutant discharge to State waters.

Individual Section 401 WQC

Section 401 WQC Form (Regular Process)

$1000 filing fee; AMAP and BMP submittal required; public notice and/or hearing; for any federal permit or license.

Section 401 WQC EZ Form (Streamlined Process for Organizations with Pre-Approved SOPs and Activities Authorized Under NWPs)

$1000 filing fee; no AMAP or BMP submittal; water quality testing not required; no public notice and/or hearing; for NWP authorizations only.

Blanket Section 401 WQC (Blanket for Certain 2012 NWPs)

Blanket Notification Form

For Organizations That Do Not Have Pre-Approved SOPs:
- No filing fee; AMAP and BMP submittal required; no public notice and/or hearing; for certain NWP authorizations only; 60 day maximum turn around time; 1 chance to address CWB comments.

For Organizations With Pre-Approved SOPs:
- No filing fee; no AMAP and BMP submittal required; water quality testing not required; no public notice and/or hearing; for certain NWP authorizations only; 60 day maximum turn around time; 1 chance to address CWB comments.